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Bishop’s Training Day, 23rd March 2019, Te Kuiti
Rev Canon Sue Pickering

Pastoral care towards end-of-life 
Using the metaphor of the braided river to 

help us work with the complexity and 
unpredictability of  the challenges of ageing

Reflecting on where we are on our own life 
journey

Exploring what might help us be present to 
those who are nearing the end of their lives 

 Constantly changing 
channels

 ‘Floods’ and ‘freshes’

 Erodable edges

 Supports a unique 
community

 Culminates in a 
‘hapua’ - a lagoon 
which discharges to 
the ocean through an 
ephemeral outlet

Ageing as a braided 
river …
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Ageing as a braided river 

Where are you … ?

0-45

46-65

66-75

76-85

86-95+

• with ourselves , with others ,with our world, 

with the sacred

• developing our relationship with God

• sharing the love we receive by serving others

• being transformed from ego-centred to 

God-centred

• moving towards union with God

Spirituality : connection

Spirituality  and the first half of life …
• We  may  form a spiritual identity and 

acquire a set of beliefs and practices

• We may or may not be part of a community 
of faith or religious institution

• We may develop a close connection with the 
natural world or be inspired by someone’s 
example 

• We formulate  a helpful/unhelpful  image of 
God; we may become agnostic or atheist
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Personal reflection : 

How would you describe your 
spirituality up to mid-life?

How would you describe the God you 
believe/don’t believe in now?

When I get older losing my 
hair,
Many years from now,
Will you still be sending me 
a valentine
Birthday greetings bottle of 
wine?

If I'd been out till quarter to 
three
Would you lock the door,
Will you still need me, will 
you still feed me,
When I'm sixty-four?

Spirituality  and the second half of life
Rolheiser ...

 The spiritual task of the second-half of life, so different 

from the first, is to let go, to move towards the 

nakedness that Job describes: ‘Naked I came from my 

mother’s womb and naked I will depart.’ [Job 1.21 NIV]

 We have to shed many of the things that we acquired 

and attached ourselves to during the first half of life. 
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The 
conversion of 
St Paul 

Caravaggio
1601

‘Falling’ ... we may …
 ‘lose our balance’
 become more isolated
 make mistakes
 face events that challenge who we are/what we do
 become vulnerable
 be invited  / forced to review how we see ourselves  

- our role, strengths, weaknesses, how we relate to 
others, how we relate to God ... 

 avoid – or welcome - change
 resist - or welcome - help

Sir Thomas Lawrence,
1769-1830
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Small Group Reflection ... 
 GROUP : In your pastoral 

care experience what 
examples of ‘falling’ can 
you think of?

 Have you ever felt anxious, 
reluctant or scared before a  
pastoral visit? 

 What did you do and how 
did it unfold?

Spiritual tasks of ageing 1# 
Finding meaning and purpose when 

life is full of changes …

Staying connected with others 

Allowing oneself to be cared for 

The righteous … even in old age, they still 

produce fruit. [Psalm 92.14a]

PASTORAL CONVERSATION 
STARTERS  … 

 What makes your life worth living 
at the moment ? OR

 What gives your life purpose  or 
meaning at present?

 What / who is  important to you at 
this stage of your life?  

 How do you connect with ….
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Spiritual practices to use or encourage  
in pastoral care visits … especially if 
someone is in a season of  ‘falling’

 Daily review  - [at night-time or late afternoon ] 

 Praying with a few verses of Scripture or other 

relevant material

 Creative expression – gardening, quilting, writing 

 Clinging to something ‘of enduring value’… 

 Practising ‘receiving’  

 Practising  ‘gratitude’

 Reaching out to others for help 

 Participating in life-giving liturgy and ritual

Spiritual practices  continued …

Letting go ...
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Spiritual tasks of ageing 2#
 Working through loss upon loss

 Putting things right : reconciliation 
and forgiveness

 Examining the way we see God and 
the impact that is having  … e.g. we 
may feel let down or angry with God

 Coping with  / transcending  suffering

Letting go – what may happen...

 Deaths and ‘little deaths’ accumulate … 

 Historical griefs may surface 

 We review our self image

 We may be relieved to give up old patterns of  life 

that no longer ‘fit’

Letting go – what may happen...
 We may experience personal suffering

 We seek reconciliation with those estranged

 We may want to use our time differently

 Old ways of looking at God may be jettisoned

 We can no longer do what we’ve always done – so 

we need to discern what is ours to do and learn to 

say ‘no’
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Pastoral conversation starters …

What has changed for you in the last little 
while … 

What’s that been like for you ?
What or who has helped you during these 

changes?
Where’s God for you ?
What do you need now? 

Personal reflection 
 What experience do I have of doing the hard work of 

facing  and processing major loss ?

• What / who  helps me cope when I lose someone or 
something I value?

• What or who do I need to forgive? 

• From whom do I need to seek forgiveness?

• What can I do to re- connect with estranged family or 

friends? 

Small group 
reflection ...
 What are you letting go of 

at this stage in your life?

 What /who has helped 
you ‘let go’ in the past?

 How do you accompany 
those who suffer?
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Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane  - Artist : Walter Rane

Theology of the cross
 Jesus chooses the way of ‘kenosis’ – self-renunciation –

‘not my way’ …   the consequences in human terms are 
that he experiences  extreme anxiety, inner turmoil, 
the weakness of ‘supportive friends’, betrayal, public 
humiliation, physical and emotional suffering  … 

 For some, reflecting on the passion may produce a 
deeper appreciation of the scale of the  spiritual 
suffering Jesus experienced on the cross – the Love, 
Word and Wisdom of God absorbing the suffering and 
evil of the world.

The Crucifixion – Matthias Grunewald The image of the crucified Christ is pitted 
with plague-type sores, showing patients that Jesus understood and shared their afflictions. 
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 ‘... the primary healing task is to enable suffering, 
dying people to know that God has not abandoned 
them ... The presence of Jesus with us in 
suffering is not simply a passive solidarity in the 
midst of trials and tribulations...  the theology of 
the cross is comfortable with acknowledging the 
situation as it is: death is death, and suffering is 
suffering. 
The comfort and consolation of the theology of the 
cross  comes not from naïve optimism or 
malignant stoicism, but from the knowledge that 
where there is suffering, there is God. And where 
God is, there is hope of redemption.’ 

[ John Swinton and Richard Payne, EDITORS, Living well and dying faithfully: Christian 
Practices for End-of-Life Care, Eerdmans:U.K., 2009, pp.126-7]

Personal reflection 
What do I make of the phrase : ‘Where there 

is suffering, there is God’?

How honest am I with my self, with others 
and with God about my situation, including 
my own needs and fears.

How do I pray when I am in pain?

Spiritual practices continued… 

Passing precious possessions on now 

Honouring our tears and learning to lament 

Accepting our frailty/shadow/limitations ...

Making a pilgrimage

Choosing simplicity 
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Spiritual practices for  ‘letting go’

 Practising a form of Christian meditation

 Becoming open to new ways of seeing  God

 Facing resentments, saying sorry, forgiving others 

and oneself

 ‘Praying our goodbyes’ [see e.g. Joyce Rupp] 

 Honing discernment ; deeper listening to the Spirit

Small group reflection 
What spiritual practices appeal to you ?

How does the example of Jesus’ self-

emptying love ‘kenosis’ resonate with you?

How does our western culture work against 

‘letting go’? 

Un*knowing 
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Un*knowing
We set aside our need for information, for certainty, for 

clarity in all our comings and goings. Instead of the 

familiar focus  on the rational, we  befriend mystery, 

attending to the primary relationship – our 

relationship with God from whom we came and to 

whom we shall return ... As we are drawn  into union, 

into ‘Oneing’ as Julian of Norwich  [14th century writer 

of ‘Revelations of Divine Love ] would say ... we begin 

to embrace ourselves and others with wisdom and 

compassion , and sense connectedness with creation.

 ‘What we are called to, and what in the 
resurrection we are equipped for, is a 
knowing in which we are involved as 
subjects but as self-giving, not as self-
seeking, subjects: in other words, a knowing 
that is a form of love … in the resurrection 
one is given the beginning of a new knowing 
… a new coming-to-speech, the Word born 
afresh...’ [N.T.Wright, Surprised by Hope. pp251-2]

IN ANY PASTORAL 

ENCOUNTER , 

WE ARE THE 

MESSAGE 

AS WELL AS THE 

MESSENGER
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Adam knew [yada] his wife Eve, and she 
conceived and bore Cain... [GEN.–4.1: KJV]  -
‘yada’ means dedicating ourselves to a 
person so we can engage them with our love 
and affection. That’s what we do in pastoral 
and spiritual care of the older person.

we  come with our story  - we meet others  
with their story and we meet within the 
story of God – which is written in love, for 
love, by Love.

Your story … my story ... God’s story 

Spiritual tasks of ageing – 3#

Accepting ourselves 

Surrendering more of our self to the 

‘more’ of God, moving towards union

 Preparing for death 

Learning to live in the present moment 
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• Looking at my life from a perspective of 
maturity and wisdom, how might I reframe  
one event that I have named ‘disaster’ or 
‘failure’ ? 

•What might be the blessings or learning 
hidden within my mistakes or betrayals?

•How might I reach a place of peace with  
who I truly am, instead of struggling to be 
someone I am not? 

PSALM 139

Personal reflection : Accepting ourselves…

Un*knowing … what may happen?
 We learn to look with kindness on our younger 

selves and those we have loved and served

 We feel relief in not having to know the answers

 We ponder our legacy – what do we want others to 

know about us after we die?

 We come to terms with never knowing how loved 

ones’ lives or the work we have done will unfold

Un*knowing … what may happen?
 Paradox and mystery settle more easily in our soul

 ‘both/and’ instead of ‘either/or’ allows us to 

expand the way we engage with others and God

 We may feel a  ‘bright sadness and sober 

happiness’  [Rohr]

 We allow Love to carry us without knowing what 

lies ahead
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Group Reflection 
 What sort of 

‘un*knowing’ touches a 
chord with you at the 
moment?

 How does this ‘stream’ 
reveal itself in the lives 
of  those whom you 
meet in pastoral care?

• What is my attitude towards my own death?

• If time were limited, who or what needs my attention?  

• How do I feel about planning my funeral or writing my own 

epitaph?

Even though I walk through the valley of  the shadow of death, I fear no 

evil; for you are with me… Psalm 23.4

Preparing for a ‘good’ death

• If I were inviting people to a ‘last supper’ with 

me, who would I ask/ not ask? Why?

• How would I imagine my ‘perfect’ death?

• Who would I ask to help me make this final 

journey?

ADVANCE CARE PLANNING RESOURCE

Preparing for a ‘good death’ cont…
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 ‘The eternal God is your 
refuge, and underneath are the 
everlasting arms.’

[Deuteronomy  33.27a]

 For all that has been -Thanks. 
For all that shall be - Yes!  
[Dag Hammarskjöld]

 ‘All shall be well  and all 
manner of things shall be well’ 
[Julian of Norwich]  

Spiritual Practices -‘Un*knowing’ 

 ‘Gathering the waters’ - reminiscence

Creatively sharing  something of our life 

story

Giving our blessing to those whom we love 

Living in the RIGHT NOW 

Loving , loving, loving …

Spiritual Practices - ‘Un*knowing’ 

 Deepening our prayer 

 Contemplative seeing – creation, beauty, art … 

 Embracing silence and solitude

 Living  with ‘Resurrection’ and the ‘hope of heaven’ 

 Opening to the  ‘I AM’ … to the Christ who is all 

and in all [Colossians 3:11b]
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Develop your own God-walk 

so you know you – and all 

people – are God’s beloved. 

From that place of deep security, 

you can be an agent of  Christ’s love for others, 

simply by your presence … a presence which is 

not anxious or striving or self- pre-occupied.

Ka tuhoa te ra, ka warara, ka hinga
The sun comes to its zenith, then declines
[Mead, H. & Grove, 2003, p.190]

Most compassionate God,
Living or dying you are our 

home.
Help us to walk fearlessly 

with those who face the 
challenges of ageing, of 
dying.

May we be honest with 
ourselves and with you, 
whenever we struggle.

May we trust you in all things 
and come to know your 
love more fully day by day.

AMEN
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Useful references:
 Elizabeth MacKinlay, Spiritual Growth and Care in the 

Fourth Age of Life, Jessica Kingsley Publishers: London, 
2006. [ and many other publications ]

 John Swinton & Richard Payne [eds], Living well and dying 
faithfully: Christian Practices for end-of-life care, 
Eerdmans, 2009.

 Sue Pickering , Creative ideas for ministry with the aged, 
Canterbury Press: Norwich, UK 2014. 

 ADVANCE CARE PLANNING – visit the website :
www.advancecareplanning.org.nz

Music references
 “Children of the River” ‘Secret Garden’                                          

[Dawn of a new century CD]

 “Always there” sung by Russell Watson, ‘Secret Garden’ 
[Earthsong CD]

 “Alexandra Leaving” by Leonard Cohen  [ on a number of 
CD compilations ]

 “Lord, now lettest thy servant depart in peace”    Tenebrae
[Rachmaninoff Vespers All-Night Vigil CD]                                     

suepickering83@gmail.com


